Summary:

Correct Usage Collision

Background:

HUTRR68 defines Generic Desktop Usage 0x0A for Assistive Controls with a HUTRR33 allocation for a Water Cooling Device CA. This request deprecates HUTRR68 for new development in favor of a new usage.

Proposal:

Replace HUTRR68 Proposal section with the following text:

Changes are in the "4. Generic Desktop Page (0x01)"

New usage to be added to Table 6: Generic Desktop Page.

10* Assistive Control CA 4.1
11-2F Reserved
Additions referenced by the above usages:
Section 4.1 Application Usages

**Assistive Control CA** - A manual control or cursor device. An assistive control device may consist of buttons or a pointing input to communicate.

Response:

--------

<Added by HID Chair upon closing the Request>